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Sequential Negotiations with Costly Information Acquisition Romans Pancs⇤ 1 August 2013



Abstract Negotiations about a merger or acquisition are often sequential and only partially disclose to bidders information about each other’s bids. This paper explains the seller-optimality of partial disclosure in a single-item private-value auction with two bidders. Each bidder can inspect the item at a nonprohibitive cost. If a revenue-maximizing seller cannot charge bidders for the information about the other’s bid, then the seller optimally runs a sequential second-price auction with a reserve price and a buy-now price. The seller prefers to keep the bids confidential and, sometimes, to hide the order in which he approaches the bidders.
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Introduction



A realtor selling a house or an investment banker selling a firm, when negotiating with a potential bidder, may hint at the presence of another interested bidder without disclosing his bid. When is it strictly optimal for the seller to only partially reveal a bidder’s bid to another bidder, or to hide from bidders the order in which they are approached? This paper investigates how partial information disclosure arises as the seller’s optimal response to bidders’ acquisition of information about their valuations. The model has a seller, who owns an item, and two bidders, each of whom can inspect this item at a cost. The seller does not value the item. A bidder’s valuation (or type) is affected by his inspection decision. A bidder who does not inspect values the item and can trade (in contrast to the models of costly participation, e.g., Crémer et al. (2007)). The seller can prevent each bidder’s inspection (e.g., by controlling access to the item), and observes each bidder’s inspection decision, but not the realized type. The bidders’ types are ⇤ Department of Economics, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627 (email: [email protected]). This paper is a revised chapter from my Stanford Ph.D. thesis. I am indebted to Ilya Segal and Manuel Amador for generous advice and encouragement. The paper has benefited from the suggestions of Matthew Knowles, Andrzej Skrzypacz, and Juuso Toikka. The feedback from the editor and the two anonymous referees has greatly improved the paper.
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privately observed and independently distributed (conditional on the bidders’ inspection decisions). All players’ payoffs are linear in cash. It is assumed that the seller cannot charge bidders for information. This is the only nontrivial case. If trade in information were feasible, the seller would use an efficient (i.e., “first-best”) mechanism (as described in Proposition 3).1 In order to further justify the assumption of no trade in information, note that, in practice, the seller’s ability to credibly sell information is often limited. Consider the problem of selling a house. If the seller charged bidders for inspection, a dishonest “seller” would be able to profit by showing houses for a fee, but never selling. Then, bidders would be reluctant to pay for inspection, and an honest seller would be unable to benefit from a mechanism that attempted to charge for inspection. Similarly, an honest seller may be unable to benefit from a mechanism that sells information about past bids, as bidders would be wary of dishonest sellers who can create fictitious bidders and disclose their bids for a fee. An optimal mechanism is defined to maximize the seller’s expected payoff, which is a weighted sum of his revenue (which comprises the payments collected from bidders) and bidders’ payoffs. This specification accommodates the standard cases of revenue maximization (when the bidders’ payoffs are neglected) and efficiency maximization (when the seller’s revenue and the bidders’ payments cancel out), as well as intermediate cases. The paper’s main result is that, when the seller’s payoff is increasing in revenue, it is optimal to approach bidders sequentially and only partially disclose one bidder’s type to another bidder (Proposition 2). Partial disclosure means that the bidder who is approached second (the follower), merely by virtue of being approached and asked to inspect, infers something about the type of the bidder who is approached first (the leader), but does not learn exactly the leader’s type. Furthermore, it may be optimal to randomize and hide the order in which bidders are approached. By contrast, when the seller’s objective is efficiency (i.e., his payoff is independent of revenue), an optimal mechanism can disclose to the follower the leader’s identity and his bid, as will be shown. The intuition for the optimality of partial disclosure is this. When the seller’s payoff is increasing in revenue, he would like to reduce bidders’ rents from trade by making them pay more. Rent reduction makes it harder to motivate a bidder to participate and inspect, as this bidder’s expected rent must weakly exceed his cost of inspection. The inspecting follower’s rent depends on the leader’s type; when the leader’s valuation is low, the follower is more likely to win the auction and pay less. Therefore, by partially concealing the leader’s type from the follower, the seller can pool the instances when the follower’s inspection cost exceeds his rent and the instances when the opposite is true, so that, on average, the rent weakly exceeds the cost, and the follower is willing to inspect when asked to. 1A



model in which trade in information restores efficiency has been studied by Eso and Szentes (2007).
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Furthermore, if the expected rents of the leader and the follower who have been asked to inspect differ, it may be optimal to keep each uncertain as to whether he is the leader or the follower. Doing so is indeed optimal when one of these rents is lower than the inspection cost, whereas their weighted average, a bidder’s expected rent conditional on being asked to inspect, is weakly greater than the cost. The expected rents differ if, say, the leader is always asked to inspect whereas the follower is asked to inspect only for some valuations of the leader—as will be shown to be the case in any optimal mechanism. In this case, the leader and the follower face opponents whose type distributions differ, and induce different expected rents. An optimal mechanism is a second-price auction that is executed sequentially and has a reserve price and a buy-now price (Proposition 1 and Corollary 1). The leader is selected uniformly at random and is asked to inspect and bid. If his bid is below the reserve price, the item is sold to the follower who does not inspect. If the leader’s bid is sufficiently high, he buys the item at the buy-now price. If the leader’s bid is intermediate, the follower is asked to inspect and bid. Then the item is allocated according to the rules of the standard second-price auction with a reserve price. In the model’s extension to more than two bidders, the structure of an optimal mechanism inherits the structure of the sequential two-bidder auction (Proposition 4 and Corollary 2). The reserve and buy-now prices do not change over time. By contrast, if the two-bidder model is extended to allow for statistically dependent types, the structure of optimal mechanisms changes. Depending on the nature of the statistical dependence, in the two-bidder case, the follower may be asked to inspect more or less often than with independent types. The optimal mechanism that emerges from the model fits the description of the merger of Sonat and El Paso, described in the Appendix of Boone and Mulherin (2007). In 1999, Sonat (the seller) held due diligence meetings with potential bidders, including El Paso (a bidder). El Paso submitted a transaction proposal. Sonat “stated that other parties had expressed interest in a business combination with Sonat,”2 thereby inviting El Paso to inspect Sonat closer. Indeed, El Paso “requested that Sonat afford El Paso access to more detailed due diligence information” and submitted another transaction proposal, after which the transaction between Sonat and El Paso occurred. The paper contributes to the literature on auctions and contracting with information acquisition and costly participation. Bulow and Klemperer (2009) prove that a seller, when restricted to choosing from just two kinds of mechanisms, will typically prefer a fully private simultaneous auction to a fully transparent sequential auction. The result obtains because the simultaneous auction discloses less information to potential bidders and encourages more costly participation than the fully transparent sequential auction does. 2 The



quotations are verbatim from the Securities and Exchange Commission’s filings, as reported by Boone and Mulherin (2007).
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By contrast, the present paper establishes that, when the seller is not restricted to these two extreme cases, a sequential auction with partial information disclosure is optimal. Crémer et al. (1998) are the first to study the design of optimal mechanisms in an environment with acquisition of (productive) information, which sometimes is worth gathering, as in the present paper. Their model is an extension of the principal-agent model of Baron and Myerson (1982). Shi (2012) studies auctions with information acquisition by bidders, but restricts attention to simultaneous mechanisms. Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) study optimal information structure in simultaneous auctions in environments in which information cannot be traded. Crémer et al. (2007), in a model in which a revenue-maximizing seller controls bidders’ costly participation, consider optimal dynamic mechanisms. In the model of Crémer et al. (2003), each bidder controls costly participation, but the objective is to maximize efficiency, so that the seller’s and the bidders’ interests are aligned. It is only when a bidder controls a costly action (inspection or participation) and the seller’s objective departs from efficiency that partial disclosure becomes strictly optimal.3 The insight that a designer may gain from hiding the order in which the players are approached first appears in Gershkov and Szentes (2009) in the context of optimal voting schemes. Tirole and Caillaud (2007) hide the order in which the players are approached in a model of persuasion. The first paper to focus on the role of concealment of the order of moves in a bargaining game among a seller and multiple buyers is Noe and Wang (2004). Their paper considers an alternating-offers bargaining game without private actions and without private information about valuations. In their model, concealing the order of moves improves the seller’s outside option. If the seller could commit to an optimal mechanism, however, there would be no reason to conceal the order of moves.4 In the present paper, the environment is such that the concealment is a feature of optimal mechanisms. The observation that it may be harder to implement a desired outcome when a mechanism reveals more information to players is present in Aumann’s (1974) discussion of the correlated equilibrium, and in Myerson’s (1982, 1986) discussion of the Revelation Principle. The Revelation Principle does not say, however, when revealing more information makes the designer strictly worse off. That conclusion will depend on the model. In the mechanism design literature, optimal disclosure has been studied by Calzolari and Pavan (2006a). In a model of trade with resale, they find that if the seller cannot enforce all trades, then it may be optimal 3 An



early sequential stochastic assignment problem that resembles search problems is due to Derman et al. (1972), whose model differs from the present model in that a past bidder cannot be recalled to trade (i.e., the authors’ focus is on “online” allocation rules), and the distribution of bidders’ valuations is fixed (and hence no inspection cost is present). Gershkov and Moldovanu (2009) extend the model of Derman et al. (1972) by adding asymmetric information about bidders’ types and also about the distribution from which these types are drawn. 4 For ease of exposition, the players’ roles have been switched. In the model of Noe and Wang (2004), a buyer bargains with two sellers in order to buy at most one item from either seller.
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for him to disclose partially the type of the first buyer (with whom the seller can trade) to the second buyer (with whom the seller cannot trade). Partial disclosure enables the seller to affect the behavior of the second buyer in the resale market, the market that the seller cannot control directly.5 The action that the mechanism can influence only through information disclosure is resale in the model of Calzolari and Pavan (2006a); that action is the follower’s inspection in this paper’s model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 formulates the seller’s problem in terms of a Lagrangian. Section 4 derives an optimal mechanism and describes how it departs from an efficient benchmark. Section 5 analyzes the determinants of information disclosure across all optimal mechanisms. The paper concludes with Section 6, devoted to two extensions, accommodating an arbitrary number of bidders, and statistically dependent types. Some proofs have been deferred to Appendix A. Auxiliary technical arguments are in Supplementary Appendix B.
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The Model



The model extends the standard independent-private-value auction environment by allowing the seller to choose whether to let a bidder inspect the item.



2.1



Environment



Players



There are three players: a seller, who owns an item, and two bidders, denoted by i, j = 1, 2, with



i ⌘ {1, 2} \i. Actions Each bidder i takes a costly binary action ai = 0, 1, where ai = 1 means “inspection” and costs c > 0, and ai = 0 means “noninspection” and costs nothing. Denote a ⌘ ( ai , a i ). The seller takes no action. Information If bidder i inspects, he privately observes his type, qi , drawn from [0, 1] according to a c.d.f. F and positive p.d.f. f . Denote q ⌘ (qi , q i ). If bidder i does not inspect, his type is µ ⌘ E [qi ]. Types q1 and q2 are independent conditional on the action profile a. The c.d.f. F is such that qi



(1



F (qi )) / f (qi )



is increasing in qi (i.e., F is regular). Given the c.d.f. F, the cost of inspection c is nonprohibitive:6 c < E [max {0, qi



µ}] .



The seller has no private information. 5 See



also Calzolari and Pavan (2006b). c > E [max {0, qi µ}], the cost of inspection exceeds the “surplus” generated by inspection.
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(1)



Payoffs Each player is an expected-payoff maximizer. Bidder i’s payoff depends on his trade, which specifies a payment ti 2 R to the seller and a probability xi 2 [0, 1] of getting the item, with x1 + x2  1. The payoff of bidder i of type qi is: qi xi



ti



ai c.



The seller’s payoff assigns weight 1 to payments collected from bidders, and weight d 2 [0, 1] to each



bidder’s payoff:7



Â



i =1,2



ti + d ( qi xi



ti



ai c ) .



(2)



The seller’s objective function is the expectation of (2). When d = 1, the seller’s objective function is efficiency.8 When d = 0, the seller’s objective function is revenue.



2.2



Mechanisms



Mechanisms



A mechanism comprises an extensive game-form (shown in Figure 1 and discussed below),



a strategy to which the seller commits, and a communication device that enables players to exchange messages. The game-form is given.9 The communication device is chosen by the seller. The following time-line describes a mechanism. In the time-line, if a bidder decides to reject the mechanism or to exit during the mechanism’s execution, no trade takes place, and the mechanism terminates. Otherwise, the mechanism terminates after the seller has enforced trade. 1. Each bidder decides whether to reject the mechanism proposed by the seller or to participate in it. 2.



(a) The seller decides whether to trade or approach a bidder. (b) If the seller decides to trade, then bidders choose simultaneously whether to exit or remain, and after this, the seller enforces trade by choosing ( xi , ti )i=1,2 (if both bidders remain). (c) If, instead, the seller decides to approach a bidder, he presents the bidder of his choice (called the leader) with the item for inspection. (d) The seller may confidentially send a message to any bidder (e.g., announcing the identity of the leader).



3.



(a) The leader chooses to inspect or not. The seller observes the act of inspection, but not the realized type. The follower observes nothing.



7 The



case d > 1 is uninteresting because, then, the seller can increase his payoff without bound by disbursing cash to bidders. seller’s concern for bidders’ payoffs (in addition to his own revenue) may arise from (unmodelled) competition among multiple sellers for bidders. Alternatively, the seller may be a benevolent planner concerned not only with raising revenue, but also with efficiency. 9 The lushness of the game-form tree in Figure 1 owes to the recognition of each player’s option to exit, at various nodes. If these options are suppressed, the game-form is simplified substantially and is given in Figure 3 below. 8 The
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Figure 1: Game-form. The seller’s (nineteen) information sets coincide with his decision nodes, denoted by dots. Bidder 1’s (four) information sets comprise squares with the same filling (black, gray, white, and checked). Bidder 2’s (four) information sets comprise diamonds with the same filling. The seller chooses which bidder to approach with the item (actions C1 and C2) or whether to trade (action T) and on what terms (a typical action t). An approached bidder either inspects (action I) or does not (action N), and then (having observed the outcome of his inspection, not shown) either exits (action E) or remains (action R). Also if never approached, a bidder gets a chance to exit before committing to trade. The figure does not show the initial stage at which each bidder decides whether to reject the mechanism or participate. The figure suppresses “Nature’s” draw of each bidder’s type, and each inspecting bidder’s private observation of his type.
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(b) The leader exits or remains. (c) The leader may confidentially send a message to the seller (e.g., reporting his type). 4.



(a) The seller decides whether to trade or approach the remaining bidder (called the follower). (b) If the seller decides to trade, first the follower either exits or remains; then the seller enforces trade. (c) If, instead, the seller decides to approach the follower, he presents him with the item for inspection. (d) The seller may confidentially send a message to the follower (e.g., revealing the leader’s type).



5.



(a) The follower chooses to inspect or not. The seller observes the act of inspection, but not the realized type. (b) The follower either exits or remains. (c) The follower may confidentially send a message to the seller (e.g., reporting his type).



6. The seller enforces trade. The described mechanism is voluntary in that each bidder’s expected payoff in the induced game is nonnegative, whether he has inspected or not. This non-negativity is assured by letting each bidder reject the mechanism (at step 1) or exit right before trade (at steps 2b, 3b, 4b , and 5b). Because no payment is assessed before trade occurs, and the expected payoff from trade cannot be negative, the game-form rules out the seller’s ability to charge bidders for information. The seller designs, publicly announces, and commits to a mechanism. He chooses a communication device (i.e., whether to communicate at steps 2d, 3c, 4d, and 5c, and if so, what the corresponding message spaces should be). He also chooses his (possibly mixed) strategy and commits to it, and recommends to bidders a (possibly mixed) perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the induced game. The logic of the Revelation Principle in environments with private information and private actions (see, e.g., Myerson (1982) and Myerson (1986)) suggests that the seller can restrict attention to direct mechanisms, in which the communication extension omits steps 2d and 4d, and bidders’ message spaces in steps 3c and 5c are their type spaces. Indeed, the Revelation Principle maintains that the seller should minimize the information revealed to bidders and maximize the information collected from them. If the seller approaches a bidder with an item if and only if the seller wishes that this bidder inspect, then the seller
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requires no additional communication (at steps 2d and 4d). By letting each bidder report his type as soon as that bidder inspects (at steps 2d and 4d), the seller maximizes the information collected from bidders.10 The Revelation Principle also implies that there is no loss in generality from restricting attention to truthful direct mechanisms, in which each inspecting bidder truthfully reports his type. Furthermore, no loss of generality is entailed by assuming that each bidder is obedient—i.e., participates, inspects whenever approached, and never exits. In particular, for each mechanism in which an approached bidder disobeys and does not inspect, there exists a payoff-equivalent mechanism in which this bidder is not approached for inspection. Similarly, for each mechanism that a bidder rejects or in which a bidder exits, there exists a mechanism that no bidder rejects and in which no bidder exits, and the same (no-trade) payoff outcome is achieved. Truthfulness and obedience imply that each bidder adopts a pure strategy. Any necessary randomization (if any) can be performed by the seller. Departures from direct mechanisms shall be considered. A fully transparent mechanism augments the direct mechanism so that, at step 2d, the seller reveals to both bidders the leader’s identity, and at step 4d, the seller reveals to the follower the leader’s report. A fully private mechanism restricts the direct mechanism by requiring that the seller’s decision to approach the follower and ask him to inspect be independent of the leader’s report; then, the invitation to inspect conveys to the follower no information about the leader’s message. The seller’s choice of an allocation and payments in a mechanism is represented by his choice of an allocation rule (ri , fi , xi )i=1,2 and a payment rule (ti )i=1,2 , where ri is the probability with which bidder i is designated as the leader; f



i



(qi ) is the probability with which follower



i is approached and asked to in-



spect when the inspecting leader’s report is qi ; and ( xi , ti ) is bidder i’s trade, where xi (q, a, li ) and ti (q, a, li ) are bidder i’s allocation and payment, respectively, given the reported type profile q, the recommended action profile a, and whether bidder i is the leader (li = 1) or the follower (li = 0).11 Given d, a mechanism is optimal if it attains the same value of the seller’s objective function as the best truthful and obedient direct mechanism, which maximizes the expectation of (2) over an allocation rule



(ri , fi , xi )i=1,2 and payments (ti )i=1,2 . A mechanism that is optimal for d = 1 is efficient. A mechanism that is optimal for d = 0 is revenue-maximizing. 10 The conclusion of the Revelation Principle is not compromised by the fact that, in addition to mediating communication, the seller takes actions (approaches bidders and enforces trade). Formally, one can delegate the seller’s actions to a disinterested “enforcer,” and apply the Revelation Principle to a thus modified game. 11 When bidder i is asked not to inspect, the argument q is neglected in both x and t . When neither bidder is asked to inspect, also i i i the argument li is neglected, i = 1, 2.
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3



The Seller’s Problem



The focus shall be on optimal mechanisms, among which truthful and obedient direct mechanisms are always found. Also fully transparent mechanisms shall be considered, however, in order to determine when (or whether) they, too, are optimal.



3.1



Truthfulness and Obedience Constraints in Direct and in Fully Transparent Mechanisms



Let Ii (i = 1, 2) be the set of messages that an approached bidder i will have observed after he has been asked to inspect but before having decided whether to inspect (i.e., at steps 3a and 5a, corresponding to solid black decision nodes in Figure 1). In a direct mechanism, Ii = ?. In a fully transparent mechanism when bidder i is the leader, Ii = {i } reveals to bidder i that he is the leader, and I bidder



i



= {qi } reveals to



i that he is the follower and that the leader’s type is qi . By convention, the conditional expectation



E |Ii shall be conditional also on the event that bidder i is asked to inspect. A bidder’s rent is his expected payoff right before trade. Denote the rent of inspecting type-qi bidder by: ⇥ Ui (qi , Ii ) ⌘ max E |qi ,Ii qi xi qˆi 2[0,1]



where the expectation is over q



i



and a



i



qˆi , q



, (1, a i ) , li



i



ti



qˆi , q



i



, (1, a i ) , li



⇤



,



(3)



(both of which may depend on bidder i’s report through f i ), and



over trade ( xi , ti ) (which depends on bidders’ reports, the seller’s recommendations, and whether bidder i is the leader or the follower). Bidder i’s incentives to report truthfully (at steps 3c and 5c) are captured by the Envelope Theorem, ETi , of Milgrom and Segal (2002) and by the monotonicity constraint, Mi :12 ETi



:



Ui (qi , Ii ) = Ui (0, Ii ) +



Mi



:



E |qi ,Ii [ xi (q, (1, a i ) , li )]



ˆ



qi



0



E |s,Ii [ xi ((s, q i ) , (1, a i ) , li )] ds is non-decreasing in qi .



A mechanism in which bidder i chooses to remain after having inspected and observed his type (at steps 3b and 5b) is said to satisfy IPCi (1) (an interim participation constraint). By ETi , bidder i’s rent is increasing in his type. Hence, if IPCi (1) holds for the lowest type, it holds for all types: IPCi (1) : Ui (0, Ii ) 12 See,



e.g., the Constraint Simplification Theorem of Milgrom (2004).
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0.



Suppose that bidder i has not been asked to inspect, and let Ui (Ii ) denote his rent. A mechanism in which bidder i chooses to remain (at steps 2b and 4b) is said to satisfy IPCi (0) (an interim participation constraint):



IPCi (0) : Ui (Ii )



0.



A mechanism that is not rejected (at step 1) by bidder i is said to satisfy APCi (an ex-ante participation constraint). Letting Pr { ai = 1} and Pr { ai = 0} denote the (ex-ante) probabilities that the seller approaches bidder i and asks, respectively, to inspect or to not inspect, ⇣ APCi : Pr { ai = 1} E |Ii [Ui (qi , Ii )]



⌘ c + Pr { ai = 0} Ui (Ii )



0.



Because inspection is observable, noninspection by a bidder who has been asked to inspect can be discouraged (at steps 3a and 5a) by committing to no trade if the bidder is observed to not inspect. The no-trade outcome leads to the bidder’s payoff of zero, which is weakly lower than the payoff from inspection, by APCi .



3.2



The Lagrangian for an Optimal Direct Mechanism



The seller’s problem, restated formally, is to maximize the expected value of (2) over direct mechanisms induced by (ri , fi , xi , ti )i=1,2 subject to ETi , Mi , IPCi (1), IPCi (0), and APCi with Ii = ?, i = 1, 2. This



problem would have been standard if not for APC.13 Indeed, when APC can be neglected (which occurs for small c), one can use ET in order to substitute out transfers (t1 , t2 ) from (2), thus obtaining a virtual surplus, which the seller would maximize subject to M, IPC(1), and IPC(0).14 When APC cannot be neglected, an additional step is required. At that step, the virtual surplus is augmented by APC to form a Lagrangian. Even when APC can be neglected, only partially disclosing the leader’s type to the follower is strictly optimal, as will be shown. Even when APC can be neglected, one can construct examples with strict optimality of concealing the order in which bidders are approached. Thus, the paper’s main arguments can be understood by assuming that APC can be neglected and by maximizing the virtual surplus. The optimality argument contained in the proof of the following lemma provides intuition for the solution to the seller’s problem. The lemma itself shall justify the construction of a Lagrangian used in char13 Henceforth, 14 Fudenberg



APC is a shorthand for (APCi )i=1,2 , and analogously for other constraints. and Tirole (1991, pp. 284–8) explain the derivation of a virtual surplus.
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acterizing this problem. The lemma relies on the maintained assumption that the cost of inspection is nonprohibitive (i.e., c < E [max {0, qi



µ}]).



Lemma 1. In an optimal mechanism, the leader inspects with probability one, and the follower inspects with a strictly positive probability. Proof. The proof’s strategy is to consider the best mechanism in which no one inspects (Part 1) and to conclude that it is strictly dominated by the best mechanism in which at most one bidder sometimes inspects (Part 2), which, in turn, is strictly dominated by a mechanism in which the leader always inspects and the follower sometimes inspects (Part 3), which, in turn, is never dominated by a stochastic mechanism in which, with a positive probability, no bidder inspects (Part 4). In any of these mechanisms, it is always optimal to leave no rent to the inspecting bidder of the lowest type (i.e., Ui (0, ?) = 0); if inspection cannot generate a sufficient rent to bidder i without an additional payment from the seller, then it is suboptimal for the seller to encourage inspection and to make this payment. Analogously, it is optimal to leave no rent to the noninspecting bidder (i.e., Ui (?) = 0).15 Part 1 The best mechanism in which no bidder inspects extracts an arbitrarily chosen bidder’s entire surplus by selling the item to him at the price µ. In this case, the value of the seller’s objective function is µ, for any d. Part 2 In order to see the suboptimality of the mechanism in Part 1, consider the best mechanism in which exactly one bidder inspects. In that mechanism, the leader (say, bidder 1) is asked to inspect and is offered the item at the price p⇤ that solves max p2[0,1] s. t.



APC1 :



h E 1 { q1



p}



((1



E [max {0, q1



d) p + dq1 ) + 1{q1 < p} µ p}]



c,



dc



i



where 1{} is the indicator function. Bidder 1 inspects, and buys the item if and only if q1 q1 < p⇤ , the item is sold at price µ to the noninspecting follower, bidder 2. Suppose that APC1 is slack. In this case, p⇤ solves the first-order condition p⇤ 15 The



(1



d)



1



F ( p⇤ ) f ( p⇤ )



µ = 0,



formal argument is analogous to the one contained in the proof of Lemma 2, below.
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p⇤ . When



which implies µ  p⇤ < 1, with the first inequality being strict when d < 1. Then, the value of the seller’s objective function strictly exceeds µ: h E 1{q1 > p⇤ } ((1



d) p⇤ + dq1 ) + 1{q1  p⇤ } µ



dc



i



h i E 1 { q1 > p ⇤ } p ⇤ + 1 { q1  p ⇤ } µ



µ,



where the first inequality is strict when d > 0 (since APC1 is slack), and the second inequality, implied by µ  p⇤ , is strict when d < 1 (in which case µ < p⇤ < 1). Suppose that APC1 binds at p⇤ > µ. In this case, p⇤ < 1. Then, again, the value of the seller’s objective function strictly exceeds µ: h E 1{q1 > p⇤ } ((1



d) p⇤ + dq1 ) + 1{q1  p⇤ } µ



i h i dc = E 1{q1 > p⇤ } p⇤ + 1{q1  p⇤ } µ > µ,



where the equality is by the binding APC1 , and the strict inequality is by µ < p⇤ < 1. APC1 is slack at p⇤ = µ, by (1). APC1 is slack at p⇤ < µ because APC1 is relaxed as p⇤ is lowered, and because APC1 is slack at p⇤ = µ. Thus, the seller strictly prefers always asking the leader to inspect and never asking the follower to inspect to never asking either bidder to inspect. If the seller restricted attention to mechanisms in which at most one bidder inspected, the seller would be unable to do better than with the mechanism described in this part of the proof. Indeed, the described mechanism extracts the largest possible payment from the noninspecting follower. The posted price p⇤ has been chosen so as to maximize the expected payment extracted from the leader.16 A larger payment could be extracted from the leader only if APC1 could be somehow relaxed by choosing the inspecting leader at random. APC1 cannot be thus relaxed, however, because whenever a bidder is asked to inspect, he knows for sure that the other one does not inspect (by the assumption that no more than one bidder is asked to inspect), so he faces no uncertainty about his strategic environment. Because without uncertainty the seller gains from asking the leader to inspect at least sometimes, the seller prefers to ask the leader to inspect always. Part 3 It will be shown that the seller can improve upon the mechanism in Part 2 by sometimes asking both bidders to inspect. Modify the mechanism in Part 2 so that the inspecting leader, in addition to having 16 The optimality of a posted price is a standard result if APC can be neglected. The presence of APC does not affect the optimality 1 1 of a posted price; APC1 can only prescribe that the price be lowered. Formally, the seller’s problem can be represented as a solution to the Lagrangian (4), derived in Appendix A.1, with r1 = 1 and f2 ⌘ 0. The Lagrangian implies that it is optimal to sell the item to bidder 1 whenever his type exceeds some threshold. This allocation can be implemented by a posted price, and the seller cannot do better, by Revenue Equivalence.
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an option to buy the item at p⇤ , has an option to choose a lottery that enables him to buy at p⇤ probability F ( p⇤ ) and not trade with probability 1



# with



F ( p⇤ ), where # is positive and small (in the sense



specified shortly). The option to choose the lottery cannot reduce the leader’s payoff, so APC1 still holds. Let the modified mechanism also specify that if, after having observed his type q1 , the leader chooses the lottery, then the mechanism asks the follower to inspect and offers the item to him at p⇤ . The follower inspects (APC2 holds by construction of p⇤ in Part 2) and buys the item if q2 > p⇤ , which occurs with probability 1



F ( p⇤ ). With the complementary probability, F ( p⇤ ), the follower rejects the offer, and the



item is sold to the leader at p⇤



#. Finally, let the mechanism specify that, when the leader both rejects the



lottery and refuses to buy at p⇤ , the item is sold to the noninspecting follower at µ. In the modified mechanism, the seller’s payoff, denoted by Q (#), is:17



Q (#) ⌘



ˆ



#F ( p⇤ ) p⇤ + 1 F ( p⇤ )



p⇤ #



0



B (1 B @



d)



p⇤



+d



+



´1



F ( p⇤ ) (dq



p ⇤ q2 f



+



ˆ



(q2 ) dq2



dQ (#) d#



Note that, by APC2 , E [max {0, q2 Furthermore, p⇤



# =0



2dc



1 #F ( p⇤ ) F ( p⇤ )



p⇤ + 1



Hence, Q 0 (0) ⌘



(1



1



= f ( p⇤ )



p⇤ }]



d) #) C C f (q1 ) dq1 A c ) + (1



( d ( q1



✓



c



1



d) p⇤ ) f (q1 ) dq1 + F ( p⇤



d (E [max {0, q2 p⇤ }] 1 F ( p⇤ )



c)



+ p⇤



#) (µ



dc) .



◆ µ .



0, with strict inequality if APC2 holds as a strict inequality.



µ (by Part 2), with strict inequality if APC2 binds (also by Part 2). Therefore, Q0 (0) > 0;



the value of the seller’s objective function can be increased if, with positive probability, both bidders inspect. Part 4 By contradiction, suppose that, at some states (i.e., with positive probability), it were optimal to ask no bidder to inspect. Then, at these states, the seller could use the mechanism derived in Part 2, and keep the mechanism unchanged at all other states, thereby increasing his payoff. By Lemma 1, the seller looks for the best mechanism in which at least one bidder inspects. This problem shall be characterized by a Lagrangian. Let b i



0 denote the Lagrange multiplier on APCi with Ii = ?.



Define an inspecting bidder i’s virtual valuation by: v (qi , d, b) ⌘ qi



(1



d



bi )



1



F ( qi ) . f ( qi )



17 In the definition of Q, the first integral is the payoff when the leader chooses the lottery, the second integral is the payoff when the leader chooses to buy at p⇤ , and the remaining term is the payoff when the leader rejects both the lottery and the sure purchase at p⇤ .
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The virtual valuation subtracts from the bidder’s actual valuation qi the fraction 1



d of his rent that is un-



appreciated by the seller, and “rebates” fraction b i of this rent in order to ensure the bidder’s participation. The Lagrangian, stated shortly, will use the fact that both IPC(0) and IPC(1) bind in an optimal mechanism. Indeed, if IPCi (0) were slack, the seller would be able to increase his expected payoff (if d = 1, only weakly), even without affecting the allocation, by charging a noninspecting bidder i his expected value µ if he buys, and not charging him otherwise. That IPCi (1) binds is formally established in Lemma 2. Informally, a slack IPCi (1) means that the seller pays amount Ui (0, Ii ) > 0 in order to subsidize bidder i’s inspection and participation. By offering to an inspecting bidder i the posted price µ, the seller can leave to bidder i the amount of rent that equals the entire gain in surplus generated by inspection. The seller would need to resort to a subsidy only if he wished that the bidder’s surplus exceed the gain generated by inspection, but in this case, soliciting inspection would become suboptimal. Relying on Lemma 1, Appendix A.1 combines the seller’s virtual surplus with APC and uses the binding IPC(0) and IPC(1) in order to obtain the Lagrangian:



L⌘



Â



i =1,2



2



6 ri E 6 4



f



i



(qi ) [ xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x



+ (1



f



i



i



(q, (1, 1) , 0) v (q i , d, b i )



(qi )) [ xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x



i



(q, (0, 1) , 0) µ]



3



(d + b i ) c] 7 7 , (4) 5 (d + b i ) c



where the expectation is over the bidders’ types, drawn independently, each according to the c.d.f. F. The analysis of optimal mechanisms shall rely on the following technical lemma. Lemma 2. Suppose that the allocation rule implied by each saddle point of L in (4) satisfies M.18 Then, an allocation rule ri⇤ , fi⇤ , xi⇤



and some payments supporting this rule solve the seller’s problem if and only if there exist ⇣ ⌘ Lagrange multipliers ( b i )i=1,2 0 such that ri⇤ , fi⇤ , xi⇤ i=1,2 , ( b i )i=1,2 is a saddle point of L. Moreover, when i =1,2.



looking for a saddle point, one may set b 1 = b 2 = b for some b satisfying 0  b  1



d, and the supporting



payments can be recovered from ET and the binding IPC(0) and IPC(1). Proof. See Supplementary Appendix B. By Lemma 2, one can set b 1 = b 2 = b, and use b  1



d and the regularity of the c.d.f. F in order



to conclude that v (qi , d, b) is strictly increasing in qi . The monotonicity of v (qi , d, b) in qi will imply that the pointwise maximization of L yields an allocation rule that satisfies M. Maximizing L pointwise with 18 Under the maintained assumption of increasing virtual valuations, M indeed holds at all saddle points, as will be verified in the derivation of optimal mechanisms in Proposition 1.
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respect to ( xi )i=1,2 gives:



L = M ( qi )



Â



i =1,2



ri E [ f



i



(qi ) M (qi ) + max {µ, v (qi , d, b)}]



⌘ E |qi [max {0, v (qi , d, b) , v (q i , d, b)}]



(d + b) c,



max {µ, v (qi , d, b)}



with



(5)



(d + b) c,



(6)



where M (qi ) is the seller’s gain (net of the shadow values of the constraints) from asking the follower to inspect, conditional on the leader’s report qi . The term (d + b)c in (6) denotes the cost of the follower’s inspection to the seller, while the same term in (5) denotes the cost of the leader’s inspection. In both (5) and (6), max {µ, v (qi , d, b)} is the seller’s payoff from selling either to the noninspecting follower (who enjoys no information rent) or to the inspecting leader (whose information rent is qi



v (qi , d, b)



0), whichever is



greater. This payoff is replaced if also the follower inspects; the replacement is E |qi [max {0, v (qi , d, b) , v (q i , d, b)}], the expected payoff from selling to either inspecting bidder or neither (whichever is greater).



4 4.1



Optimality The Optimal Allocation and an Optimal Mechanism



It will be shown that, for any d, in any optimal mechanism, the seller always asks the leader to inspect, and asks also the follower to inspect if and only if the leader’s type belongs to a certain interval. Pointwise maximization of L in (5) dictates that the seller ask the follower to inspect when M (qi ) > 0, and not to inspect when M (qi ) < 0. Figure 2 illustrates how the sign of M changes with v (qi , d, b). The figure depicts max {µ, v (qi , d, b)} , the value from not asking the follower to inspect (the dashed curve), and E |qi [max {0, v (qi , d, b) , v (q i , d, b)}]



(d + b) c,



the value from asking the follower to inspect (the solid curve), as functions of the leader’s virtual valuation v (qi , d, b). The difference between the solid and the dashed curves is M in (6). In Figure 2, the solid curve intersects the dashed curve twice, once from below, at v L satisfying E [max {v L , v (q i , d, b)}]
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(d + b) c = µ,



(7)



m



vL m



vH



vHqi,d,bL



Figure 2: The seller’s values from asking the follower to inspect (the solid curve) and to not inspect (the dashed curve). and once from above, at v H satisfying E [max {v H , v (q i , d, b)}]



(d + b) c = v H .



(8)



Then, for intermediate values of leader i’s virtual valuation—i.e., when v L < v (qi , d, b) < v H —it is optimal to ask the follower to inspect. (In Figure 2, and also in general, v L and v H are unique and satisfy 0 < v L < µ < v H , as will be shown.) Equivalently, because v (qi , d, b) is strictly increasing in qi , there exist thresholds r and r¯ with r < r¯ such that it is strictly optimal to ask the follower to inspect if and only if qi 2 (r, r¯). The relevant r and r¯ are the unique solutions to v L = v (r, d, b)



and



v H = v (r¯, d, b) .



(9)



Intuitively, when the leader’s type qi is intermediate, it is rather uncertain which bidder would have the highest valuation if the follower inspected. Then, the efficiency-maximizing seller finds it worthwhile to ask the follower to inspect at a cost. By contrast, when qi  r, most likely it is efficient to allocate the
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item to the follower; costly inspection is unlikely to generate information that will reverse this conclusion. Similarly, when qi



r¯, most likely it is efficient to allocate the item to the leader.



Analogous intuition applies to general, not necessarily efficient, objectives of the seller. Instead of seeking to identify the bidder with the highest valuation, the seller seeks to identify the bidder with the highest virtual valuation. Even if the seller does not directly care about each bidder’s inspection cost, he may care about this cost indirectly, through the shadow price of APC. Even in the absence of this indirect concern, the seller may view inspection as costly because it confers upon an inspecting bidder private information, thereby enabling the bidder to accrue information rents. Because v L > 0, when both bidders inspect, at least the leader’s virtual valuation is positive, and hence the seller does not retain the item. When only the leader inspects, the seller does not retain the item either, as the follower has no private information and will buy at µ > 0. Thus, the seller never retains the item, which is an advantage in applications in which the seller must always sell—such as government divestiture. The following proposition, by justifying the pointwise maximization of the Lagrangian, derives an optimal allocation rule. Proposition 1. There exists an optimal allocation that prescribes, for some r and r¯, each in [0, 1]: 1. Relabel bidders by permuting their indices uniformly at random (i.e., r1 = r2 = 12 ). 2. Bidder 1 inspects. 3. If q1 2 (r, r¯), bidder 2 inspects, and the bidder with the highest valuation gets the item. If q1  r, the noninspecting bidder 2 gets the item. If q1



r¯, bidder 2 does not inspect, and bidder 1 gets the item.



Moreover, r and r¯ are the same in every optimal allocation, r < r¯ (i.e., the follower sometimes inspects), r > 0 (i.e., the follower does not always inspect), and 0 < v L ⌘ v (r, d, b) < µ < v H ⌘ v (r¯, d, b) . Proof. See Appendix A. In Proposition 1, optimality uniquely determines all elements of the allocation rule except possibly the probabilities r1 and r2 . Even though the Lagrangian (5) is linear in r1 and r2 , the optimality of r1 = r2 =



1 2



does not imply the optimality of an arbitrary feasible r1 and r2 , since these alternative r1 and r2 may not be a part of a saddle point once the Lagrangian’s minimization over b 1 and b 2 has been recognized. Economically, deviations from r1 = r2 =



1 2



may lead to the violation of APC if the cost of inspection



exceeds some bidder’s expected payoff after the order in which the bidders are approached has been made public. Deviations from r1 = r2 =



1 2



may not lead to the violation of APC, however, if the cost of inspection



is sufficiently small, as Section 4.2 will illustrate.
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In Proposition 1, once the leader has been designated, the remainder of the optimal allocation rule is deterministic. In particular, the follower’s recommendation whether to inspect is a deterministic function of the leader’s type. Proposition 1 describes an optimal allocation, but omits supporting payments. These can be recovered by an envelope argument, using ET and the binding IPC(1) and IPC(0), as is done in Corollary 1. The corollary uses a buy-now price p⇤ defined by: ´ r¯ r



p⇤ ⌘ r¯



(2F (s) F (r )) ds . 1 + F (r¯) F (r )



(10)



Corollary 1. The following mechanism is optimal. 1. Relabel bidders by permuting their indices uniformly at random. 2. Invite bidder 1 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r and the buy-now price p⇤ . Bidder 1 inspects, buys at p⇤ if q1



r¯, and bids q1 if q1 < r¯.



3. If q1 > r, invite bidder 2 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r and the buy-now price p⇤ . Bidder 2 inspects, buys at p⇤ if q2



r¯, and bids q2 if q2 < r¯, in which case the item is allocated according



to the rules of the described auction. 4. If q1  r, offer the item to the noninspecting bidder 2 at the price µ. Bidder 2 buys. Proof. The described mechanism induces the allocation rule that treats a noninspecting bidder as in Proposition 1, and in trade, extracts the bidder’s entire surplus of µ. The price p⇤ , defined in (10), has been chosen to make an inspecting bidder i of type qi > r¯ prefer to buy the item for sure at p⇤ , a bidder of type qi < r¯ prefer to bid in the auction, and a bidder of type r¯ remain indifferent: r¯



p⇤ = E |Ii [max {0, r¯



max {r, q i }}] ,



(11)



where Ii = ?. Once in the auction, each bidder finds bidding his valuation optimal, as is standard in a second price auction (here, with reserve and buy-now prices). Thus, the mechanism described in the corollary induces the allocation rule described in Proposition 1. (In particular, given the type profile q, an inspecting bidder i—the leader or the follower—gets the item with probability 1{qi max{r,q



i }}



+ 1 { qi



r¯} .)



Revenue Equivalence (i.e., ETi , Ui (0, ?) = 0, and Ui (?) = 0,



i = 1, 2) implies that the seller can do no better than in the described mechanism.
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4.2



“Distortions”



In an optimal mechanism, the seller never retains the item, and when both bidders inspect, the bidder with the highest valuation gets the item. Nevertheless, three types of inefficiency may prevail: (i) inefficient allocation of the item when only the leader inspects, (ii) inefficient inspection (or inefficient lack of inspection) by the follower, and (iii) inefficient order in which the bidders are approached (in an extension with heterogeneous inspection costs). Each inefficiency is identified with respect to the seller’s information at the time of his decision. Type (i) inefficiency occurs when d < 1, the leader’s type is in the interval (µ, r ), and this interval is nonempty. Then, the follower with valuation µ obtains the item, even though he values it less than the leader does. The part played by r in an optimal mechanism resembles the part played by the reserve price in Myerson’s optimal auction. In Myerson’s auction, the seller sets the reserve price that exceeds his valuation, thereby collecting a higher payment at a cost of foregoing efficient trades when no bid exceeds the reserve price. Here, the seller sets r that exceeds the follower’s expected valuation thereby establishing a reserve price at the cost of foregoing some efficient trades with the leader. Type (ii) inefficiency occurs when d < 1, and either the follower does not inspect when the expected surplus from inspection exceeds the cost, or the follower inspects when the expected surplus from inspection is smaller than the cost. The seller may wish that the follower inspect when inspection is inefficient in order to create competition for the leader. The seller may wish the follower not inspect when inspection is efficient in order to preclude the follower from accruing rents. Type (iii) inefficiency may occur if the model is extended to allow for heterogeneous inspection costs. Then, when d < 1, a bidder with the higher inspection cost may be designated as the leader, who always inspects, and the bidder with the lower inspection cost may be designated as the follower, who inspects only occasionally. By contrast, efficiency would prescribe that the bidder with the lower inspection cost be the leader. Type (iii) inefficiency occurs when the expected rent conditional on inspection is higher for the leader than the follower. All three types of inefficiency shall be illustrated in the case in which c is sufficiently small, so that APC1 and APC2 can be neglected. Denote the revenue-maximizing thresholds (i.e., optimal for d = 0) by r R and r¯ R , and denote the efficient thresholds (i.e., optimal for d = 1) by r E and r¯ E . Assume that µ



(1



F (µ)) / f (µ)  0 (which holds, e.g., for the uniform distribution), implying r R > µ by v L > 0.



Because r R > µ, type (i) inefficiency prevails. Because c is nonprohibitive, (7) with d = 1 and b = 0 implies r E < µ. Hence, r E < r R , and type (ii) inefficiency prevails; when the leader’s type is in r E , r R , it is efficient for the follower to inspect, but the seller does not let him. Moreover, (8) with b = 0 implies
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r¯ R = 1 > r¯ E ; when the leader’s type is in r¯ E , 1 , it is inefficient for the follower to inspect, but the seller induces inspection.19 For type (iii) inefficiency, assume that bidder i’s inspection cost is ci , and his APCi is amended accordingly, i = 1, 2. The revenue-maximizing seller’s virtual objective function (i.e., the Lagrangian (5) with b = 0) is unaltered because d = 0, and because APC1 and APC2 do not to bind. The revenue-maximizing mechanism still has thresholds r R and r¯ R (with r¯ R = 1) defined by (7), (8), and (9). It will be shown, that APC1 and APC2 may remain nonbinding only for some designations of the leader. A revenue-maximizing mechanism invites the leader to bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r R , and if the leader’s bid exceeds r R , invites also the follower to bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r R . If the leader bids below r R , then the item is sold to the follower at the price µ.20 This mechanism induces the optimal allocation rule of Proposition 1, and by Revenue Equivalence, no mechanism delivers a higher revenue. In this mechanism, having been asked to inspect and bid, each bidder faces the same auction rules, but the follower expects a stronger opponent (with a valuation exceeding r R ), and hence a lower expected payoff, than the leader does. Formally, the leader’s and the follower’s expected payoffs from inspection, denoted by Al and A f , are: Al Af



h n n ooi ⌘ E max 0, qi max r R , q i h n n ooi ⌘ E |q i r R max 0, qi max r R , q i .



These expected payoffs have been computed under the assumption that the leader (here, bidder i) knows that he is the leader, and the follower (here, bidder



i) knows that he is the follower.



If Al > c1 > A f > c2 , the seller can neglect APC1 and APC2 if he always designates bidder 1 to be the leader, but not if he always designates bidder 2 to be the leader (thereby violating APC1 ). For another example, suppose that Al > c1 = c2 = c > A f , which implies that the bidder who knows that he is the follower refuses to participate and inspect. Both bidders can be induced to participate, however, if the seller equiprobably and privately designates the leader and if c does not exceed the weighted sum of Al and Ah that corresponds to a bidder’s expected rent conditional on being asked to inspect. This example illustrates the intuition for the optimality of the equiprobable randomization of the order in which bidders are approached in Proposition 1. This randomization pools the leader’s and the follower’s APC constraints. 19 If c = 0, then r E = 0 and r¯ E = 1; the efficient mechanism is the standard second-price auction, in which both bidders inspect and no reserve price is set. By contrast, even when c = 0, r R > 0; when the leader’s type is low, the seller prefers that the follower be uninformed and hence not collect any information rent. 20 The follower’s reserve price is redundant, but has been retained in order to emphasize the similarities between the leader’s and the follower’s problems.
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In general, it can be verified that if Al > c1



c2 > A f , and if a revenue-maximizing mechanism in



which APC1 and APC2 are slack exists, then, in this mechanism: F rR



1



Al



⇣



c2



c2



Af



⌘



A l c1 F (r R )) c1



r2  r1 (1







Af



.



(12)



Condition (12) implies that as ci rises, the lower bound on an optimal ri also rises, i = 1, 2.21



5 5.1



Transparency in Optimal Mechanisms The Suboptimality of Fully Transparent and Fully Private Mechanisms



This section’s main result, Proposition 2, establishes when any optimal mechanism is neither fully transparent nor fully private. In the proposition, the efficient thresholds r E and r¯ E solve M r E = M r¯ E = 0 with d = 1 and b = 0: ˆ



0



rE



F (s) ds = c



and



ˆ



1 r¯ E



(1



F (s)) ds = c,



(13)



implying that r E decreases and r¯ E increases (i.e., the follower inspects more often) when inspection becomes cheaper (c decreases) or more informative (i.e., F decreases in the second-order stochastic-dominance sense). Proposition 2. If d < 1, no fully transparent and no fully private mechanism is optimal. If d = 1, a fully transparent mechanism that is optimal exists and takes the following form: 1. Designate bidder 1 to be the leader. 2. Invite bidder 1 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r and the personal buy-now price µ. Bidder 1 inspects, buys at µ if q1



r¯ E , and bids q1 if q1 < r¯ E .



3. If q1 > r E , invite bidder 2 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r E and no buy-now price.22 Bidder 2 inspects, bids q2 , and the item is allocated according to the rules of the described auction. 4. If q1  r E , offer the item to the noninspecting bidder 2 at the price µ. Bidder 2 buys. Remark 1. The proposition’s proof establishes a stronger result: When d < 1, even if the seller were unable to conceal the order in which he approached the bidders, he would strictly prefer not to reveal the leader’s type to the follower. 21 The inefficient order of approaching bidders is not shared by costly search models in which the seller incurs the cost of approaching an additional bidder. In such a model, Crémer et al. (2007) find that if bidders’ types are drawn from the same distribution, bidders with lower inspection costs are approached first. 22 Because bidder 2 is invited to inspect only if q > r E , bidder 2’s reserve price r E is redundant; it has been retained in order to 1 facilitate the comparison with Corollary 1.
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Proof. See Appendix A. The fully transparent mechanism described in Proposition 2 adapts the mechanism of Corollary 1 to the situation in which the leader’s identity is publicly known. In particular, the leader faces the personalized buy-now price µ, which makes the threshold type r¯ E indifferent between buying the item and bidding against the follower. There is no need for a buy-now price for the follower, who is assured to get the item when his type is sufficiently high, as he is invited to bid only if the leader’s type is below r¯ E . In addition, the allocation rule is efficient and APC can be ignored because the weight d = 1 that the seller puts on the bidders is so high that the seller never wishes to induce any bidder to suffer losses from participation. In order to see the intuition for the suboptimality of full transparency when d < 1, note that the seller does not internalize the bidders’ inspection costs. In particular, the seller may wish that the follower inspect and outbid the leader even when the inspection cost exceeds the follower’s expected gain from the auction. This conflict between the seller’s and the follower’s interests occurs when the leader’s type is less than, but close to, r¯. In this case, the leader is too strong for the follower to profit from inspecting and bidding. In an optimal mechanism, the seller conceals the leader’s types near r¯ by pooling the types in the set (r, r¯) under the single message “inspect.” This argument against full transparency does not rely on the seller’s potential loss from disclosing the order in which the bidders are approached. The suboptimality of full transparency relies on the maintained assumption that it is a bidder, not the seller, who controls and pays for inspection. If the seller had controlled and paid for inspection, information disclosure would have had no role in motivating bidders to inspect. The seller’s control and financing of inspection are equivalent to each bidder’s control of inspection combined with the seller’s commitment to reimburse each bidder for his inspection cost. In the present model, even though the seller can commit to reimburse, he is not obliged to reimburse, and when d < 1, he prefers not to. Each bidder expects a positive rent from trade, and hence is willing to inspect even when reimbursed only partially. The notion of transparency inherent in the definition of a fully transparent mechanism is strong. Not only must each bidder’s report be public (i.e., be immediately publicized by the seller), but it also must fully reveal this bidder’s private information as soon as this information is observed. If one weakens the definition of full transparency by requiring only that the bidders’ reports be public, but not necessarily fully revealing, then, under some conditions (which require enriching the game-form introduced in Section 2.2), a thus defined weakly transparent mechanism may be optimal. In particular, consider modifying the mechanism in Proposition 1 along the following lines: (i) the leader inspects and publicly reports whether his type is in (r, r¯); (ii) the follower either inspects or does not; (iii) both bidders simultaneously and publicly report their types; and (iv) the seller enforces a trade
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Figure 3: Game-form. The seller’s information sets coincide with his decision nodes, denoted by dots. Bidder 1’s information set comprises solid squares. Bidder 2’s information set comprises solid diamonds. The seller either approaches one of the bidders (actions C1 and C2) with the item or trades (a typical action t). An approached bidder either inspects (action I) or does not (action N). Without loss of generality, participation fees and payments for information are incorporated into the payment components of trades. The figure does not show the initial stage at which each bidder decides whether to reject the mechanism or participate. The figure suppresses “Nature’s” draw of each bidder’s type, and each inspecting bidder’s private observation of his type. according to some rule. The leader’s report in (i) discloses the order of moves, which can make the follower reject the mechanism when c is high. When c is small and APC can be neglected, however, approaching bidders in a deterministic order is optimal, and a weakly transparent mechanism of the form just described is optimal. This mechanism differs from a fully transparent one in that the leader reports twice, in (i) and in (iii).



5.2



Trade in Information



It has been a maintained assumption that the seller cannot sell to the follower the information about the leader’s type. In this section, it will be shown that, if such trade is possible, an optimal mechanism can be fully transparent. In order to accommodate trade in information, modify the game-form (described in Section 2.2) by removing the bidders’ ability to exit from the mechanism in the course of its execution. The corresponding game-form is depicted in Figure 3. Then, a bidder may commit to payments (e.g., for information) that he may eventually regret, even before trade occurs. Formally, IPC are not imposed. APC remain imposed. 24



When information can be traded, an optimal mechanism can be taken to be fully transparent, in which case it is a modification of the fully transparent mechanism in Proposition 2. Recall that r E and r¯ E denote the efficient thresholds defined implicitly in (13). Proposition 3. When information can be traded, for any d, the following mechanism, which is efficient and fully transparent, is optimal: 1. Designate bidder 1 to be the leader. Charge him the expected payoff earned by bidder 1 in the mechanism of Proposition 2 when d = 1. 2. Invite bidder 1 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r E and the personal buy-now price µ. Bidder 1 inspects, buys at µ if q1



r¯ E , and bids q1 if q1 < r¯ E .



3. If q1 > r E , charge bidder 2 the expected payoff conditional on inspection earned by bidder 2 in the mechanism of Proposition 2 when d = 1. Invite bidder 2 to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r E and no buy-now price. Bidder 2 inspects, bids q2 , and the item is allocated according to the rules of the described auction. 4. If q1  r E , offer the item to the noninspecting bidder 2 at the price µ. Bidder 2 buys. Proof. The seller extracts the entire efficient surplus and hence cannot do better. Each bidder bids his valuation and inspects when offered to inspect because he does so in the efficient mechanism of Proposition 2. The seller’s charges extract each bidder’s rent, so each bidder expects zero and hence is willing to participate and inspect. The mechanism in Proposition 3 implements the efficient outcome and extracts each bidder’s rents by assessing charges. The leader’s charge is interpreted as a participation fee. The follower’s charge is interpreted as a participation fee plus a payment for information about the leader’s type. Because the seller discloses the leader’s type, the follower takes the inspection decision that maximizes his rent, which is fully extracted by the seller. For another way to see why trade in information leads to efficient inspection and full transparency, start with an optimal mechanism in which inspection is inefficient, as in Corollary 1 when d < 1. Then, the seller can increase the total surplus by disclosing the leader’s type to the follower and charging the follower for this information the amount that equals the value of this information to the follower. The seller thus appropriates the entire increase in the surplus.
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Two Extensions



The paper concludes by sketching two extensions, which suggest avenues for future research.



25



6.1



Multiple Bidders



The suboptimality of fully transparent and of fully private mechanisms has been established already with two bidders. The case of an arbitrary number n



2 of bidders is considered in order to explore the



evolution of reserve and buy-now prices. The seller’s payoff (2) in the two-bidder case is extended to the n-bidder case in the natural way: n



Â ( ti + d ( qi xi



i =1



ti



ai c)) .



Analogous to the two-bidder case, IPC requires that each bidder be willing to remain in the mechanism right before trade is consummated, and APC requires that each bidder’s expected payoff from participating in the mechanism be nonnegative. As before, IPC will bind for each noninspecting bidder and for each inspecting bidder of type 0. In a direct mechanism, each approached bidder is either asked to inspect the item and to report confidentially his type, or is offered the opportunity to buy the item without inspection. In order to pool the bidders’ APC, the seller approaches bidders sequentially in a uniformly random order, which he hides from them. Let b denote the Lagrange multiplier on APC. The seller looks for a symmetric mechanism that maximizes his expected payoff and that is truthful and obedient. The associated optimal allocation rule solves the Lagrangian L0 (0), where L0 satisfies the recursive relationship such that, for any k 2 R, with n bidders: Lm (k )



⌘ max {k, µ, E [ Lm+1 (max {k, v (qm+1 , d, b)})]



Ln (k )



⌘ k.



(d + b) c}



for 0  m  n



1



(14)



At a saddle-point value of b, the component Lm (k) of the Lagrangian L0 (0) captures the seller’s choice among (i) selling to one of m bidders who have already inspected and whose highest virtual valuation is k, (ii) selling to a noninspecting bidder, whose valuation is µ, and (iii) asking at least one more bidder to inspect. When the supply of bidders is unlimited (i.e., n = •), the seller’s problem reduces to a standard search problem. His optimal search strategy is characterized by a threshold r¯; the seller approaches additional bidders and asks them to inspect until he encounters a bidder i with qi



r¯.23 The threshold r¯ satisfies



µ < v (r¯, d, b) < 1, reflecting the suboptimality of never soliciting inspection (by Lemma 1) and of searching indefinitely. 23 For all k, r¯ satisfies ( v (r¯, d, b ) k) (E [max {0, v (q1 , d, b) k }] (d + b) c) 0, which is the analogue of equation (7) of Weitzman (1979), who solves a more general search problem, and surveys earlier literature. One of the first applications of search to mechanism design is McAfee and McMillan (1988).
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When n = •, an optimal mechanism can be implemented by approaching a bidder “uniformly” at random, asking him to inspect, and then making a take-it-or-leave-it offer to him at the price r¯.24 If the bidder accepts, trade occurs. If he rejects, the seller discards the bidder. Because n = •, the seller never wishes to revisit a bidder whom he has discarded. When n < •, the seller may optimally revisit a past inspecting bidder if a bidder with a higher value does not emerge, as Proposition 4 shows. In this proposition, the thresholds r and r¯ solve (9). Proposition 4. Suppose that the seller has access to n bidders (2  n < •). Then, there exists an optimal mechanism with the following allocation rule: 1. Relabel bidders by permuting their indices uniformly at random. 2.1. At period 1, bidder 1 inspects. 2.2. At period m = 2, .., n



1, if qm



1



r¯, bidder m



1 gets the item; if qm



1



< r¯, bidder m inspects, and the



mechanism proceeds to period m + 1. 3. At period n, if maxin item. If maxin bidder n



1



1



{qi } 2 (r, r¯), bidder n inspects, and the bidder with the highest valuation gets the



{qi }  r, the noninspecting bidder n gets the item. If qn



1



r¯, bidder n does not inspect, and



1 gets the item.



Proof. See Appendix. In the optimal mechanism, the threshold r¯ is the same at every period. This result is consistent with the findings of McAfee and McMillan (1988), and Crémer et al. (2007) in costly search environments with identical bidders.25 Those environments do not have a counterpart of threshold r, however, because there, a bidder who has not been approached at a cost cannot trade. By contrast, in the present model, a bidder who has not inspected can trade. The threshold r applies only in the final period and ensures that, if all bidders who have inspected before the last period have low valuations, the item is sold to the last remaining bidder, 24 To draw uniformly at random over an infinite set of bidders means to draw so as to induce bidders to hold an improper uniform prior on that set. Conditional on being asked to inspect, a bidder’s posterior about the mechanism’s stage at which the bidder has been asked is well defined. 25 The independence of the threshold r¯ from a period does not rely on informational asymmetry, and obtains, for instance, in the symmetric version of the costly search model analyzed by Weitzman (1979). The intuition for the independence relies on the property of the seller’s optimal policy that Board and Skrzypacz (2010) dub “one-period-look-ahead rule.” Suppose that when the highest virtual valuation of past bidders 1 through m 1 equals v H , the seller is indifferent between asking bidder m to inspect and awarding the item to a past bidder, and suppose that when the highest past virtual valuation is v H or higher, the seller awards the item to a past bidder. (This supposition is the inductive base when m = n, and is the hypothesis in the inductive step when m < n.) Consider the seller’s problem at period m 1 when the largest virtual valuation of bidders 1 through m 2 is v H . The seller must decide whether to ask bidder m 1 to inspect. The seller realizes that, at period m (if it is reached), by the supposition, he will optimally not ask bidder m to inspect and will award the item either to a past bidder with the virtual valuation v H or to bidder m 1 if his virtual valuation exceeds v H . (In this sense, the seller optimally looks just one period ahead.) So, the seller’s expected benefit from asking bidder m 1 to inspect is the difference between the expected improvement in the highest virtual valuation over v H and the cost (d + b) c of soliciting an extra inspection. This is the same benefit that the seller expects at period n, and this benefit equals zero by the definition of v H in (8). Therefore, v H is a threshold virtual valuation not just in period n, but in every period. The proof of Proposition 4 makes precise the argument just sketched.
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who does not inspect. No sale to a noninspecting bidder occurs before the final period, since the option to sell to a noninspecting bidder remains until the final period. The allocation described in Proposition 4 can be implemented in a second-price auction with reserve and buy-now prices, as in Corollary 1. The auction and the bidders’ equilibrium behavior are described in the following corollary. In the corollary, the buy-now price p⇤⇤ is set so as to make an inspecting bidder of type r¯ indifferent between buying at p⇤⇤ and participating in the auction described in the corollary. Corollary 2. The following mechanism is optimal. 1. Relabel bidders by permuting their indices uniformly at random. 2. At period m = 1, .., n



1, invite bidder m to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve price r



and the buy-now price p⇤⇤ . Bidder 1 inspects, buys at p⇤⇤ if qm



r¯, and bids qm if qm < r¯, and the mechanism



proceeds to period m + 1. 3. At period n, if maxin



1



{qi } > r, invite bidder n to inspect and bid in the second-price auction with the reserve



price r and the buy-now price p⇤⇤ . Bidder n inspects, buys at p⇤⇤ if qn



r¯, and bids qn if qn < r¯, in which case the



item is sold according to the rules of the described auction. 4. At period n, if maxin



1



{qi }  r, offer the item to the noninspecting bidder n at the price µ. Bidder n buys.



Proof. Omitted. In the mechanism of Corollary 2, the buy-now price is the same in each period because the threshold r¯ is the same in each period and because an approached bidder does not know the order in which the bidders are approached. The multiplicity of bidders suggests the model’s extension in which the seller is impatient. To illustrate, assume that the seller incurs an additive cost e while waiting for a bidder to inspect.26 There is no delay, and hence no waiting cost, associated with selling to a noninspecting bidder. The effect of the seller’s additive discounting is easy to see in the special case in which both c and e are small, so that APC do not bind and at least one bidder is asked to inspect. Then, by analogy with (7), (8), and (9), the thresholds r and r¯ satisfy: E [max {v (r, d, 0) , v (q i , d, 0)}]



dc



e



= µ



E [max {v (r¯, d, 0) , v (q i , d, 0)}]



dc



e



= v (r¯, d, 0) ,



implying that r increases in e and r¯ decreases in e. That is, a more impatient seller is more likely to sell to an inspecting bidder at an earlier period, or to sell to a noninspecting bidder. 26 Most papers concerned with search assume additive discounting. The model of Board and Skrzypacz (2010), an exception, has multiplicative discounting.
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6.2



Correlated Types



It has been assumed that, conditional on the bidders’ decisions whether to inspect, their types are distributed independently. In the two-bidder model, one can ask whether statistical dependence of bidders’ types will lead to more or less inspection by the follower. Two examples will illustrate that, depending on the nature of the statistical dependence, the follower can inspect more or less than in the statistically independent case. The focus shall be on first-best efficient allocations, which maximize the total expected surplus while neglecting the bidders’ incentive constraints. With independent types, the seller faces a trade-off between efficiency and revenue-maximization. With dependent types, there is often no trade-off; the seller’s revenue can be maximized by implementing an efficient allocation and constructing side lotteries so as to extract (sometimes only approximately) each bidder’s surplus in an incentive-compatible manner.27 In this case, an optimal allocation for any d will share the features of the first-best efficient allocation. Example I: The Follower Inspects Less Often Specialize the model introduced in Section 2 by assuming that µ = 12 . Augment the model by allowing for a non-zero correlation r between the two bidders’ types. With probability 1



|r|, the types q1 and q2 are independent. With probability |r|, the types are dependent;



q1 = q2 when r > 0, and q1 = 1



q2 when r  0.



Because c is nonprohibitive, it is efficient to ask bidder 1, the designated leader, to always inspect. Given a leader’s type q1 , the follower is asked to inspect if and only if the expected surplus generated by his inspection is positive: E |q1 [max {q1 , q2 }]



n o max E |q1 [q2 ] , q1



c > 0.



(15)



The surplus M (q1 ) with d = 1 and b = 0 (defined in (6)) is a special case of (15) when E |q1 [q2 ] = µ, which occurs when q1 and q2 are independent. Relying on the special correlation structure of this example, one can rewrite the left-hand side of (15) by defining an auxiliary random variable q˜ that has the same probability distribution that q1 has, but is independent of both q1 and q2 :28 ⇥ ⇤ E |q1 max q1 , q˜



max {µ, q1 }



c 1



|r|



> 0.



(16)



27 That correlation qualitatively changes the nature of revenue-maximizing mechanisms is familiar from auction literature (Crémer and McLean, 1988) and costly search literature (Crémer et al., 2006). Obara (2008) studies surplus extraction with hidden actions. 28 The inequality is obtained by separately considering the cases with r > 0 and with r  0. The case with r  0 uses µ = 1 . 2
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q1 Figure 4: Types (q1 , q2 ) are distributed uniformly on the shaded support. The underlying joint p.d.f. is f (q1 , q2 ) = 1{9i2{1,2}:|q 1 | 1 |q 1 |} 2. i 2 i 2 4 Thus, the problem of deciding whether the follower should inspect with correlated types reduces to the problem with independent types and a higher cost of inspection for the follower. With correlation, the follower will inspect less often, and may not inspect at all if |r| is sufficiently close to 1, by contrast to the conclusion of Lemma 1. Example II: The Follower Inspects More Often In this example, each bidder’s type is informative about the dispersion, but not the mean, of the other bidder’s type. Let q1 and q2 be distributed uniformly on the support shaded in Figure 4. The marginal distribution of each bidder’s type is uniform on [0, 1], and E | q1 [ q 2 ] =



1 2



for all q1 .29 Rearranging (15) using the distributional assumptions implies that the follower



inspects if and only if q1



1  min 2



⇢



1 3 , 4 8



2c .



29 The described statistical dependence arises when bidders have complementary expertise in assessing the item’s value. For instance, suppose that two bidders dominate a market for leather tanning. Bidder 1 specializes in vegetable tanning (used in furniture production), and bidder 2 in mineral tanning (used in garment production). The item is a startup with a novel tanning technology whose value to each bidder is either 0 or 1. A bidder’s inspection leads to a valuation that equals his posterior probability that the startup is worth 1 to him. If in the course of inspection, the startup’s technology proves to resemble vegetable tanning, then bidder 1’s valuation will be extreme (i.e., the outcome of his inspection will be precise), and bidder 2’s valuation will be moderate (i.e., the outcome of his inspection will be imprecise). The converse is true if the startup’s technology resembles mineral tanning. Even though the dispersions of the bidders’ valuations are correlated, their valuations are not; the worth of the startup’s technology in furniture production is uninformative about its worth in garment production.
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By contrast, if the bidders’ types were independently and uniformly distributed on [0, 1], then the follower would inspect if and only if q1



1 1  2 2



p



2c.



As a result, the follower is more likely to inspect with dependent types than with independent types when ⇣ ⌘ 1 3 1 c 2 32 , 16 , and the opposite is true when c < 32 . ⇣ ⌘ Intuitively, when q1 2 14 , 34 , the conditional dispersion of the follower’s valuation is higher with



dependent types than with independent types. Then, the option value of the follower’s inspection is higher h i h i with dependent types. The opposite is true when q1 2 / 14 , 34 . When q1 2 / 14 , 34 , however, the expected gains from the follower’s inspection are rather low, with or without type dependence because the highest-



value bidder can be predicted sufficiently accurately on the basis of the leader’s type alone. Indeed, when c h i is sufficiently high, q1 2 / 14 , 34 implies that the follower does not inspect, with or without type dependence. ⇣ ⌘ Thus, when c is high, the option-value effect when q1 2 14 , 34 dominates the option-value effect when h i q1 2 / 14 , 34 ; the follower inspects more often when types are dependent rather than independent.
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Conclusion



The paper has analyzed a single-item independent-private-value auction in which each bidder decides whether to privately learn his valuation. It has been shown that if the seller’s payoff is increasing in his revenue, then, in any optimal auction, the seller solicits bids sequentially and partially discloses the first bidder’s bid to the second bidder. Moreover, it is sometimes optimal to hide from the bidders the order in which their bids are solicited. The model rationalizes the reserve and buy-now prices, as well as sequential negotiations and strategic information disclosure observed in mergers and acquisitions mediated by investment banks. The suboptimality of full disclosure relies on the assumptions that the seller cannot directly control each bidder’s information acquisition, cannot sell information about the bids that have already been submitted, and is concerned (at least to some extent) about his revenue, not just about allocative efficiency. The case against full disclosure could have been strengthened in a model in which bidders’ valuations are interdependent, instead of being private, or in a model in which a bidder can be either a seller or a buyer, depending on the terms of trade (as in the partnership-dissolution problem of Cramton et al., 1987). Either modification is relevant for the analysis of trading in financial assets.
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A



Appendix



A.1



Derivation of the Lagrangian in (4)



In order to obtain the expression for the seller’s virtual surplus, first equate the definition of bidder i’s expected payoff Ui in (3) to the expression for Ui obtained by the envelope theorem in ETi in order to solve for the bidder’s payment ti . Then, substitute thus obtained payments into the expectation of the seller’s payoff (2) and integrate by parts (as described, e.g., by Fudenberg and Tirole (1991, p. 284–8)) to obtain the virtual surplus: 2



3 ¯ f q x q, 1, 1 , 1 v q , d, 0 + x q, 1, 1 , 0 v q , d, 0 1 d U dc ( ) [ ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ] i i i i i i i 6 7 ⇥ ⇤ 6 7 r E ˆ 6 7, Â i 4 + (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) v (qi , d, 0) + x i (q, (0, 1) , 0) µ (1 d) Ui 5 i =1,2 ¯ (1 d) Ui dc



(A.1)



¯ i ⌘ Ui (0, ?) and U ˆ i ⌘ Ui (?), i = 1, 2, for brevity. where U



The Lagrangian for the seller’s problem is constructed by combining the virtual surplus with APCi . In



order to express the left-hand side of APCi in terms of (ri , fi , xi ), use the definition: Pr { ai = 1}



⌘ ri + r



i



ˆ



fi (q i ) dF (q i ) ,



(A.2)



the law of total probability and Bayes’s rule:



E |qi ,Ii [ xi ((qi , q i ) , (1, a i ) , li )] =



0



ri f



i ( qi ) xi ( q, (1, 1) , 1)



ˆ B B B Pr { ai = 1} @ +ri (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) +r i fi (q i ) xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) 1



1



C C C dF (q i ) , A



(A.3)



and integration by parts: ˆ



Ui (qi , Ii ) dF (qi ) = Ui (0, Ii ) +



ˆ



E |qi ,Ii [ xi ((qi , q i ) , (1, a i ) , li )]



1



F ( qi ) dF (qi ) . f ( qi )



(A.4)



Substituting (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) into APCi gives: 2



6 1 F (q ) 6 i E6 4 f ( qi )



0 B B B @



1 (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) C C +ri f i (qi ) xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) C A



r i (1



f



i



(c



Ui (0, Ii )) (ri + r i fi (q i )) + r



i (1



+r i fi (q i ) xi (q, (1, 1) , 0)



3



7 7 fi (q i )) Ui (Ii )7 5 (A.5)



Combining (A.1) and (A.5) for Ii = ?, i = 1, 2, gives the Lagrangian: 2



6 6 Â ri E 66 4 i =1,2



f



i



0.



(qi ) [ xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x i (q, (1, 1) , 0) v (q i , d, b i ) (d + b i ) c ⇥ + (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x i (q, (0, 1) , 0) µ (1 d (d + b i ) c
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(1



d



¯i bi ) U



(1



d



ˆ b i) U



i



¯ i] b i) U ⇤



(A.6)



3



7 7 7, 7 5



¯i = U ˆ i = 0, i = 1, 2, (by Lemma 2) into (A.6) where b i is the Lagrange multiplier on (A.5). Substituting U gives (4).



A.2



Proof of Proposition 1



Step 1 (r1 = r2 = 12 )



The goal is to show that the Lagrangian has a saddle point at which r1 = r2 = 1/2. Define the function: g ( b1 , b2 ) ⌘



max



f2 ,x1 (·,·,1),x2 (·,·,0)



n



o L|r1 =1 .



Given Lagrange multipliers ( b 1 , b 2 ), saddle-point values of (r1 , r2 ) maximize r1 g ( b 1 , b 2 ) + r2 g ( b 2 , b 1 ). By Lemma 2, there exists a saddle point at which b 1 = b 2 = b⇤ , where b⇤ 0 minimizes the Lagrangian:30 g ( b⇤ , b⇤ )  max { g ( b 1 , b 2 ) , g ( b 2 , b 1 )} ,



for all b 1 , b 2



0.



(A.7)



The inequality’s left-hand side is the value of the Lagrangian at a saddle point with b 1 = b 2 = b⇤ once the allocation has been maximized out, and the right-hand side is the value of the maximized-out Lagrangian for an arbitrary ( b 1 , b 2 ). It is immediate that r1 = r2 =



1 2



maximizes the Lagrangian r1 g ( b⇤ , b⇤ ) + r2 g ( b⇤ , b⇤ ). (Indeed, any pair



(r1 , r2 ) does so, for any b 1 = b 2 .) In order to show that b⇤ minimizes the Lagrangian when r1 = r2 = 12 , it will be shown that (A.7) implies g ( b⇤ , b⇤ ) 



1 1 g ( b1 , b2 ) + g ( b2 , b1 ) , 2 2



for all b 1 , b 2



0.



(A.8)



For a proof by contraposition, it will be shown that if one can find ( b 1 , b 2 ) at which (A.8) is violated, then one can also find ( b 1 , b 2 ) at which (A.7) is violated. Indeed: ⇤



⇤



g (b , b )



> =



✓ ◆ 1 1 b1 + b2 b1 + b2 g ( b1 , b2 ) + g ( b2 , b1 ) g , 2 2 2 2 ⇢ ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ b1 + b2 b1 + b2 b1 + b2 b1 + b2 max g , ,g , , 2 2 2 2



where the strict inequality is by hypothesis, the weak inequality is by the convexity of g, and the equality is immediate and exhibits the multipliers at which (A.7) is violated.31 Step 2 (deriving v L and v H )32 Define vi ⌘ v (qi , d, b) and let G denote the c.d.f. of vi induced by the c.d.f. F of qi , i = 1, 2. The support of G is [v, 1], where v  0, with v < 0 if and only if d + b < 1. Let h : [v, 1] ! [0, 1] be the inverse of v (·, d, b). For any v



i



2 [v, 1), b + d = 1 implies v µ=



ˆ



1 v



i



= h (v i ), and b + d < 1 implies v



h (v i ) dG (v i ) .



i



< h (v i ). Finally:



(A.9)



30 The saddle-point property established in Lemma 2 is equivalent to strong duality, which justifies exchanging the order of minimization and maximization when solving the Lagrangian. As a result, the Lagrange multipliers can be found by minimizing the Lagrangian that has the allocation rule maximized out, as (A.7) assumes. 31 The above display relies on r = r = 1 in arriving at the equality. 2 1 2 32 I am grateful to an anonymous referee for simplifying this step of the proof.
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Let bidder i be the inspecting leader. When the leader’s type is qi , the seller’s gain from asking the follower to inspect is given by M in (6) and can be equivalently written as a function of the corresponding vi , denoted by N: N ( vi ) ⌘



ˆ



max{0,vi } v



max {0, vi } dG (v i ) +



ˆ



1



max{0,vi }



v i dG (v i )



max {µ, vi }



(d + b) c.



(A.10)



By inspection, N is continuous in vi and is differentiable on (v, 1) except at vi 2 {0, µ}, with the derivative denoted by N 0 . Consider three cases: • If vi  0, then substituting (A.9) into (A.10) gives: N ( vi ) =



ˆ



0



1



(v



ˆ



h (v i )) dG (v i )



i



0 v



h (v i ) dG (v i )



(d + b) c < 0,



where the inequality follows from v i  h (v i ), v  0, and (d + b)  0, of which at least one is strict, depending on whether d + b < 1. Note that, here, N (vi ) is independent of vi . • If 0 < vi < µ, then substituting (A.9) into (A.10) gives: N ( vi ) =



ˆ



vi v



( vi



h (v i )) dG (v i ) +



ˆ



1 vi



(v



h (v i )) dG (v i )



i



(d + b) c,



whose sign is ambiguous, but the derivative is not: N 0 (vi ) = G (vi ) > 0. • If µ  vi < 1, then (A.10) implies: N ( vi ) =



ˆ



1 vi



(v



i



vi ) dG (v i )



whose sign is ambiguous, but the derivative is not, N 0 (vi ) = N (1) =



(d + b) c, (1



G (vi )) < 0, and whose limit is



(d + b) c  0.



Combining the conclusions of the above three cases with Lemma 1 (according to which, N (vi ) > 0 for some vi ) implies that (i) N is maximized at vi = µ, and (ii) N intersects zero twice, once from below, and once from above. The intersection from below is at a point denoted by v L , which satisfies N (v L ) = 0 and 0 < v L < µ. The intersection from above is at a point denoted by v H , which satisfies N (v H ) = 0 and µ < v H  1.



The derived conditions on v L and v H translate into the conditions on r and r¯ as follows. Condition



v L > 0 implies r > r ⇤ , where r ⇤ Condition v L < v H implies r < r¯.



0 is “Myerson’s reserve type,” defined implicitly by v (r ⇤ , d, b) = 0.



Step 3 (allocations and monotonicity) The allocations reported in the proposition are obtained by pointwise maximization of the Lagrangian. In order for the pointwise maximization to be valid, M (the monotonicity condition) must hold. Conditional on the inspecting opponent’s type q j , the probability that an inspecting bidder j (leader or follower) of type q j gets the item is: 1{rq } + 1{q j j j j 34



r¯ } ,



which is increasing in q j . Therefore, also the unconditional probability of getting the item is increasing in q j . Hence, M holds.



A.3



Proof of Proposition 2



Part I: d < 1 By r < r¯ and r > 0 (Proposition 1), the follower inspects for some, but not all, leader’s types. Hence, no optimal mechanism is fully private. If every mechanism disclosing the order of moves is suboptimal, then full transparency is suboptimal, and the desired conclusion follows. Therefore, for the remainder of the proof, suppose that an optimal mechanism that discloses the order of moves exists. Let bidder 1 be the leader, and bidder 2 be the follower. Suppose that APC2 with I2 = ? does not bind. Then, substituting b = 0 into M (defined in (6)) and evaluating M at q1 = r¯ gives: M (r¯) ⌘ E [max {0, v (q i , d, 0)



v (r¯, d, 0)}]



dc = 0.



Rearranging: M (r¯) = d (E [max {0, q2



r¯}]



c ) + (1



d)



(1



F (r¯))2 . f (r¯)



If d 2 (0, 1), then r¯ < 1 (by M (1) = dc < 0) implies (1 F (r¯))2 / f (r¯) > 0. Hence, by M (r¯) = 0, it must be that E [max {0, q2 r¯}] c < 0, and by continuity, E [max {0, q2 q1 }] c < 0 for q1 close to, but slightly less than, r¯. If d = 0, then r¯ = 1, in which case, E |q1 [max {0, q2 q1 }] c < 0 for q1 sufficiently close to 1. In either case, APC2 with I = {q1 } is violated, contradicting full transparency of an optimal mechanism. Suppose that APC2 with I2 = ? binds: 



✓



E f2 (q1 ) x2 (q, (1, 1) , 0)



1



F ( q2 ) f ( q2 )



c



◆



= 0,



where the left-hand side has been derived using ET2 . For a contradiction, suppose that the mechanism is consistent with full transparency, so that APC2 with I2 = {q1 } holds for all q1 2 (r, r¯): 



E x2 (q, (1, 1) , 0)



1



F ( q2 ) f ( q2 )



c



0.



In fact, the above weak inequality must be equality because APC2 with I2 = ? binds. Substitution of the optimal allocation rule given in Proposition 1 enables one to rewrite the binding APC2 with I2 = {q1 } as: ˆ



1 q1



(1



F (q2 )) dq2



c = 0,



for all q1 2 (r, r¯) ,



which is impossible. The desired conclusion follows; when d < 1, no fully transparent mechanism is optimal. Part II: d = 1 For the described mechanism, the best-response property of truthful bidding is immediate for the follower (he participates in the standard second-price auction, in which truthful bidding is a dominant strat-
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egy), and is easy to show for the leader (who faces a reserve price and a buy-now price in an otherwise standard second-price auction). No bidder ever exits, because no bidder is ever charged more than his valuation. APC2 holds because the follower’s expected payoff E |q1 [max {0, q2



q1 }]



c



weakly exceeds the seller’s gain from asking the follower to inspect relative to asking him not to inspect, M (q1 ) = E |q1 [max {q1 , q2 }]



c



max {q1 , µ} ,



which is nonnegative for those q1 at which the seller approaches the follower. In order to see that APC1 holds, note that the leader’s payoff from inspection is: h n E 1{q 


n oo max q2 , r E + 1{q



1



r¯ E } ( q1



µ)



i



c.



After some rearrangement and using M r E = M r E = 0, the leader’s gain from inspection relative to noninspection can be shown to be: h i h n E 1{r E 


n ooi max q2 , r E ,



which is positive because M (s) > 0 for all s 2 r E , r¯ E , and r E < r¯ E by Lemma 1; APC1 holds.



A.4



Proof of Proposition 4



Step 1 (An additional bidder inspects if past bidders’ types are in an interval) Call a function gently convex if it is weakly convex with a nonnegative slope not exceeding 1. For two gently convex functions, their convex combination, maximum, and composition are all gently convex. Thus, max {k, µ} and max {k, v (qm , d, b)} (1  m  n) are each gently convex in k. Therefore, if Lm is gently convex, then so is Lm



1



(1  m  n), by (14). Because Ln (k ) = k is gently convex, each Lm (0  m  n



1)



is gently convex, by induction. At period m = 1, it is always optimal to ask bidder 1 to inspect, by the argument of Lemma 1, which applies unchanged also to the case with n > 2. Consider period m with 2  m  n



1. By gentle convexity, max {k, µ} and



E [ Lm (max {k, v (qm , d, b)})]



(d + b) c



as functions of k intersect at most twice, where intersection is understood to permit an interval on which the m m m two functions are equal. Thus, for some thresholds vm L and v H at the two intersections (with v L  µ  v H ,



which can be seen graphically), and for some highest encountered virtual valuation k ⌘ maxim



{0, v (qi , d, b)} (which admits the seller’s outside option of retaining the item), it is optimal to ask bidder m to inspect if m k 2 vm 1 bidders if k vm L , v H , to give the item to the highest bidder among the first m H (this bidder’s m virtual valuation is non-negative by v H µ), and to give the item to a noninspecting bidder m if k  vm L. 1 1 (Thresholds v L and v H shall not be defined.)
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1



At period n, one can apply the argument of Proposition 1 in which the leader’s type is replaced by



{qi }. In particular, the thresholds vnL and vnH (at which max {k, µ} and E [ Ln (max {k, v (qn , d, b)})] (d + b) c, functions of k, intersect) are, respectively, v L and v H that are shown in Figure 2, where v H solves



maxin



1



E [max {v H , v (qn , d, b)}]



v H = 0.



(d + b) c



(A.11)



To summarize, vnL = v L and vnH = v H . Because v L > 0, at period n, the seller never retains the item. Step 2 (vm H = v H for all m



2)



= v H for all m 2, use vnH = v H from Step 1 as the inductive base. For the 1 m inductive hypothesis, suppose that v H = v H for some m with 3  m  n; it will be shown that vm = vH . H m The inductive hypothesis v H = v H is equivalent to In order to show that



vm H



E [ Lm (max {v H , v (qm , d, b)})] 1



In order to see that (A.12) implies vm H E [ Lm 2



1



= E 4max



(max {v H , v (qm 8 < :



E |qm



1 , d, b )})]



(d + b) c



max {v H , v (qm



1 , d, b )}]



v H = 0.



(A.12)



= v H , note that:



[ Lm (max {v H , v (qm 1



= E [max {v H , v (qm



(d + b) c



(d + b) c



max {v H , µ}



1 , d, b )} ,



1 , d, b ) , v ( qm , d, b )})]



(d + b) c



v H = 0,



93 = 5 ;



(d + b) c



vH



where the first equality uses v H Lm



1



µ (recall Figure 2) to replace max {v H , µ} by v H , and uses (14) to replace by a function of Lm , and the third equality is by the definition of v H , in (A.11); in order to see the



second equality, note that max {v H , v (qm



1 , d, b )}



E |qm



1



[ Lm (max {v H , v (qm



1 , d, b ) , v ( qm , d, b )})]



(d + b) c



follows from (A.12) once v H in (A.12) is replaced by a weakly greater max {v H , v (qm



1 , d, b )},



and the



equality sign is replaced by the weak inequality , as dictated by the weak convexity of Lm . Thus, by induction, vm H = v H for all m



2.



(vm L



< 0 for 2  m  n 1) Consider the seller’s decision at period m with 2  m  n 1 whether to ask bidder m to inspect. If k ⌘ maxim 1 {0, v (qi , d, b)} = 0, then, by Lemma 1, the seller prefers to ask bidder m to inspect instead of not letting him inspect and selling the item to a noninspecting bidder at µ: Step 3



µ < E [ Lm (max {0, v (qm , d, b)})] Because Lm is nondecreasing, for all k



0:



µ < E [ Lm (max {k, v (qm , d, b)})] Thus, vm L < 0; at period m  n the item to bidder m



(d + b) c.



(d + b) c.



1, the seller either approaches bidder m and asks him to inspect, or awards



1.
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B



Supplementary Appendix to “Sequential Negotiations with Costly Information Acquisition”



This appendix contains technical arguments and proofs omitted from the paper.



B.1



Optimization and the Proof of Lemma 2



The following theorems, adapted from Luenberger (1969), justify the application of Lagrangian techniques, even though the problem studied in the paper is not convex. (The problem is non-convex because the seller’s virtual objective function is not concave, as it contains terms of the form xi fj and ri f i x j .) Theorem 1 adapts Corollary 1 (p. 219) and Theorem 2 (p. 221) of Luenberger (1969) to a nonconvex maximization problem with a convex region below the graph of the primal functional, which is defined in the following theorem’s statement. The theorem gives the conditions that suffice for the solutions to a maximization problem to be characterized by the saddle point condition. Theorem 1. Let W be a convex subset of a linear vector space X. Let P be the positive cone in a normed space Z, whose dual is Z ⇤ and whose null vector is 0. Let the cone P be closed and contain an interior point. Let j : W ! R be a functional and G : W ! Z be a mapping satisfying the regularity condition that G (w1 ) > 0 for some w1 2 W. Let G = {z 2 Z | 9w 2 W s.t. G (w )



z} be convex. Let the primal functional s : G ! R, defined as



s (z) ⌘ sup { j (w ) | w 2 W, G (w )



z} ,



be concave. Define the Lagrangian functional L : W ⇥ Z ⇤ ! R as L (w, z⇤ ) ⌘ j (w ) + h G (w ) , z⇤ i , where h G (w ) , z⇤ i denotes the value of the functional z⇤ at the point G (w ). Then,



w0 2 arg max { j (w ) | w 2 W, G (w ) if and only if there exists z0⇤ 2 Z ⇤ with z0⇤



0}



0 such that, for all w 2 W and all z⇤ 2 Z ⇤ with z⇤



0,



L (w, z0⇤ )  L (w0 , z0⇤ )  L (w0 , z⇤ ) . Proof. Omitted. Theorem 2 adapts Theorem 1 (p. 224) of Luenberger (1969) to a nonconvex maximization problem with a convex region below the graph of the primal functional. The theorem establishes strict duality. Theorem 2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold and that s (0) is finite. Then, s (0) = min sup { j (w ) + h G (w ) , z⇤ i} , ⇤ z 2 Z w 2W z⇤ 0



1



and the minimum on the right is achieved by some z0⇤



0. Moreover, if the supremum in s (0) is achieved by some



w0 2 W, then w0



h G (w0 ) , z0⇤ i



2



arg max { j (w ) + h G (w ) , z0⇤ i}



= 0.



w 2W



Proof. Omitted.



B.2



Proof of Lemma 2



The lemma’s claim about the saddle point is proved by verifying the conditions of Theorem 1 and then applying Theorems 1 and 2. Let Z = E2 (the two-dimensional Euclidean space), whose dual is Z ⇤ = E2 . Let P = R2+ be the positive cone, which is closed and has an interior point. Let X be a Cartesian product of • L2 spaces containing the allocation rules ( xi (·, a, li ))i,a,li and recommendation rules (fi (·))i , and • E1 Euclidean spaces containing the probabilities (ri )i with which each bidder is the leader, the lowest inspecting types’ payoffs (Ui (0, ?))i (i.e., Ii = ?), and noninspecting types’ payoffs (Ui (?))i .



Let W be the subset of X such that the choice variables in the seller’s problem satisfy the following constraints: all probabilities are nonnegative and add up to one, and the allocation rule is feasible (but need not satisfy ET or APC). Note that W is convex.33 The null vector is 0 ⌘ 0.



Denote a typical element of W by w ⌘ ( xi , fi , ri , Ui (0, ?) , Ui (?))i . Define the constraint functional G: h i G ⌘ GiAPC , i



where GiAPC is the left-hand side of APCi derived in (A.5): 0



2



6 6 6 GiAPC (w ) ⌘ E 6 6 6 4 GiAPC (w )



(c



ri (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) 1 F ( qi ) B B B f (qi ) @ +ri f i (qi ) xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) +r i fi (q i ) xi (q, (1, 1) , 0)



Ui (0, ?)) (ri + r i fi (q i )) + r



i



(1



1 C C C A



3



fi (q i )) Ui (?)



7 7 7 7. 7 7 5



0 corresponds to APCi , i = 1, 2. The constraint functional G satisfies the regularity condition



of Theorem 1 because c is nonprohibitive. It remains to construct the primal functional s (defined in Theorem 1) and to verify its concavity. For that, define G ⌘ {z 2 Z | (9w 2 W) ( G (w )



z)} ,



which is convex because, for any a 2 (0, 1), w 0 , w 00 2 W, and z0 , z00 2 Z such that G (w 0 ) z00 , it holds that max { G (w 0 ) , G (w 00 )} az0 + (1 a) z00 . 33 Indeed, ( r , r , r + r ) 2 [0, 1]3 and ( r0 , r0 , r0 + r0 ) 2 [0, 1]3 implies a ( r , r , r + r ) + (1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 analogously for other probabilities.



2



z0 and G (w 00 )



a) (r10 , r20 , r10 + r20 ) 2 [0, 1]3 , and



˜ i (0, ?) , U ˜ i (?) For some a 2 (0, 1) and w 0 , w 00 2 W, construct w˜ ⌘ x˜i , f˜ i , r˜ i , U i, j, and a: r˜ i ⌘ ari0 + (1



i



2 W to satisfy, for each



a) ri00



r˜ i f˜ i (q i ) ⌘ ar0 i fi0 (q i ) + (1 a) r00 i fi00 (q i ) ⌘ ⇣ ⌘ ⇣ ⌘ r˜ j f˜ j q j x˜i q, a, 1{i= j} ⌘ ar0j f0 j q j xi0 q, a, 1{ j=i} + (1 a) r00j f00 j q j xi00 q, a, 1{ j=i} ⇥ ⇤ ⇥ ⇤ ˜ i (0, ?) E [r˜ i + r˜ i f˜ i (q i )] ⌘ U 0 (0, ?) aE r0 + r0 f0 (q i ) + U 00 (0, ?) (1 a) E r00 + r00 f00 (q i ) U i i i i i i i i ⇥ ⇤ ⇥ ⇤ ˜ i (?) E [r˜ i (1 f˜ i (q i ))] ⌘ U 0 (?) aE r0 1 f0 (q i ) + U 00 (?) (1 a) E r00 1 f00 (q i ) . U i i i i i i ⇣



One can verify that w˜ thus constructed is in W.34 Denote the seller’s virtual surplus, derived in (A.1), by: 2



3 ¯ q x q, 1, 1 , 1 v q , d, 0 + x q, 1, 1 , 0 v q , d, 0 1 d U dc ( ) [ ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ] i i i i i i i 7 6 ⇥ ⇤ 6 7 j ( w ) ⌘ Â ri E 6 ˆ 7, + (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) v (qi , d, 0) + x i (q, (0, 1) , 0) µ (1 d) Ui 4 5 i =1,2 ¯ 1 d U dc ( ) i (B.1) ¯ i ⌘ Ui (0, ?) and U ˆ i ⌘ Ui (?), i = 1, 2, for brevity. where U ˜ for each i = 1, 2: By the construction of w, f



j (w˜ ) GiAPC



(w˜ ) =



For any z0 , z00 2 G, let z˜ ⌘ az0 + (1 s (z˜ )



= aj w 0 + (1 aGiAPC



z˜ }



= sup j (w˜ ) | w 0 , w 00 2 W, G (w˜ ) sup aj w



+ (1



sup aj w 0 + (1



= as z0 + (1



+ (1



(B.2)



a) GiAPC



w



00



.



(B.3)



a) z00 . Then,



= sup { j (w ) | w 2 W, G (w ) 0



w



0



a) j w 00



a) j w



00



z˜



| w 0 , w 00 2 W, aG w 0 + (1



a) j w 00 | w 0 , w 00 2 W, G w 0



a) G w 00



z0 , G w 00



z˜



z00



a) s z00



where the first equality is by the definition of s; the second equality holds because any w˜ can be obtained by choosing w 0 = w 00 = w˜ 2 W; and the first inequality is by (B.2)–(B.3). Hence, s is concave, and part (i) of the lemma follows by Theorem 1.



The Lagrangian for the seller’s problem, derived in (A.6), is 2



6 6 L ⌘ Â ri E 6 6 4 i =1,2 34 In



f



i



(qi ) [ xi (q, (1, 1) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x i (q, (1, 1) , 0) v (q i , d, b i ) (d + b i ) c ⇥ + (1 f i (qi )) xi (q, (1, 0) , 1) v (qi , d, b i ) + x i (q, (0, 1) , 0) µ (1 d (d + b i ) c



(1



d



¯i bi ) U



particular, x˜1 + x˜2 = 1 if x10 + x20 = 1 and x100 + x200 = 1, and x˜1 + x˜2  1 if x10 + x20  1 and x100 + x200  1.



3



(1



d



ˆ b i) U



i



¯ i] b i) U ⇤



3



7 7 7. 7 5



As a function of ( b i )i , max(ri ,fi ,xi ,U¯ i ) L is convex and symmetric and, hence, is minimized at b 1 = b 2 = b, for some b



0, i = 1, 2.35



i



Finally, it will be shown that b i  1



¯i = U ˆ i = 0, i = 1, 2. If c rises by # > 0, then the seller d and U



can unconditionally pay to bidder i amount # in order to maintain APCi ; the value of the seller’s objective function is reduced by (1 d) #. Hence, b i (which is the shadow price of c in APCi ) cannot exceed 1 ¯i = U ˆ i = 0 follows by inspection of the Lagrangian in (A.6). That is, b  1 d. In that case, U



d.



35 To see this, note that if a function L ( z , z ) is convex and symmetric in ( z , z ), and L ( z⇤ , z⇤ )  L ( z , z ) for all ( z , z ), then, for 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ¯ z¯ )  12 L (z1⇤ , z2⇤ ) + 12 L (z2⇤ , z1⇤ ) = L (z1⇤ , z2⇤ ), where the inequality is by convexity, and the equality is by symmetry. z¯ ⌘ (z1⇤ + z2⇤ ) /2, L (z, ¯ z¯ ). That is, if (z1⇤ , z2⇤ ) is a minimizer of L, then so is (z,
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